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Pubert is the worldwide leader  
in tiller manufacturing

B KEY DATES

1997 
Pubert company launches the 
first tiller with pneumatic control 
that gives an unmatched confort 
use. «Safety trophy» at URBAVERT-
URBATEC exhibition in 2000 
rewards the efforts made in 
innovation and safety.

2003-2011 
Pubert grasped opportunities of 
extension and external growth by 
acquiring companies (Kiva and 
Roques & Lecoeur).

2004 
Turnover knows a strong 
progress thanks to international 
development.

2007 
The oldest industrial company 
from Vendée becomes the first 
worldwide tiller manufacturer with 
135 000 units produced per year.

2008 
Production goes over 150 000 
units and turnover is close to 60 
million euros.

2009 
The company creates the first 
battery tiller.

2010 
Shredders complete the range of 
Pubert home gardening products.

2012 
Pubert launches VARIO model, 
the first tiller with variable speed. 
Whatever the use (tilling or 
ploughing), speed rotation can 
change from 28 to 165 rpm.

2013 
Pubert starts settling the Lean 
Manufacturing to « standardize 
diversity » of its products. The 
aim is to manufacture quality 
machines in a flexible organization 
remaining competitive.

2014 
After 4 years of development and 
engineering, Pubert had success in 
showing to his French and foreign 
customers, in Val Thorens (France), 
his new range of snow throwers.

2015 
Pubert launches ARO, a new tiller 
with 2 front gears and 1 reverse 
gear. Reliability, great robustness, 
and best quality/price.

Manufacturing yardwork and gardening tools: 
Pubert’s history 

Pubert is a family owned Company that was created 
in 1840 in Vendée and was producing ploughs. In 
1960, the company started production of acces-
sories for home gardening. In 1976, it was birth of 
the first Pubert tiller. And in 1987, Pubert made a 
ploughing endurance world record to prove the good 
quality of its products: non-stop 24 hours. It is in the 
Guinness Book.

Innovation coming from 150 years  
of experience and know-how

Pubert is today number one in the world thanks to 
its long experience in soil preparation for gardening. 
Through years, the company has integrated new 
technologies to produce more efficient, easier to 
use, stronger and with competitive prices machines. 
An important part of its turnover is dedicated to the 
Research & Development of new technologies. Every 
year, the company applies for many patents, brands 
and models. Thus, the tiller range has battery tillers, 
very quiet, to answer new needs, especially to res-
pect environment. Pubert know-how is made of its 
machines but also and mainly of men and women 
from this company from Vendée. At all production le-
vels, well done work is important.

2012 Family Company Trophy awarded  
to Mr. Jean-Pierre PUBERT

On 5th April 2012, Bank SOCIETE GENERALE and NOUVEL 
OUEST newspaper awarded Family Company Trophy to 
Mr. Jean-Pierre PUBERT. The «Chênes du Grand Ouest» 
confered on family companies that have kept values 
through generations as well as know-how but adapting 
to the nowadays world. PUBERT company was created in 
1840 in Chantonnay; after 172 years, Jean-Pierre PUBERT 
represents the 6th generation. The Group employs today 
250 persons.
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Gardening tools: 
an old story for Pubert®

1960

1987

2003-2011

2013

1976

1997

2009-2010

Pubert® started manufacturing home 
gardening accessories.

Birth of the fi rst 
Pubert® cultivator.

Pubert® launched the fi rst tiller 
with pneumatic-clutch, 

which brings unequalled comfort 
to the user.

Pubert® launched 
the fi rst battery 

electric tiller, 
and extended 
its gardening 

tools range 
with shredders.

To prove the high quality of his tillers, 
Jean Pierre Pubert sets the ploughing 
endurance world record registered 
in the Guinness book : non-stop 24 hours. 
The same year, Pubert® realised 
its fi rst tiller export sale.

Pubert® grasped opportunities 
of extension and external 
growth by acquiring companies 
(Kiva and Roques & Lecoeur).

Pubert® starts settling 
the Lean Manufacturing 
to « standardize 
diversity » of its 
products. The goal is 
to manufacture quality 
machines in a fl exible 
organization remaining 
competitive.

2012

Pubert® industrialized a new 
mechanical gearbox F0603 and 

launched the model VARIO: 
1st tiller with varying speed.

Pubert® is a family-owned company from 
Vendée founded in 1840. Back then, the 
company manufactured agricultural ploughs.

Pubert

Nantes

Paris
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Valto : a premium range  
for great performance

SNOW THROWER

Valto is a premium range of robust, reliable and ef-

ficient snow thrower.

ProConsumer’s use, the range is available in two 

working width.

Each product has a complete equipment allowing 

you to benefit from a very hight level of comfort,

maneuverability, safety and performance.

Developed by Pubert’s R&D departement, the 

impeller and auger are produced with high quality 

steel.

Cast iron transmission is lubricated with 80 W 90 oil 

and is protected by an impact bar.

Each auger shaft is equipped with safety pin.

Driving:

>    Valto 24’ is equipped with a transmission type friction.  
Its design and ergonomics enable an easy manoeuvrability.

>    Valto 28’ D is equipped with a mechanical gearbox.  
It has a clutch release on one or other wheel, directly  
activated on handlebar, making easier the machine rotation  
in the desired direction.

>    Valto 28’ i is equipped with a mechanical gearbox.  
It is equipped with « EASY DRIVE SYSTEM ». This system 

enables an intuitive clutch release, on the wheel 
which needs it, for a soft and effortless driving.  
Whatever the orientation choice of the driver, 
the torque transmitted to one of the two wheels 
ensure a perfect manoeuvrability.

For your comfort:

>   Valto range has been designed and created for an optimal 
using comfort.

>   Originally designed with a complete equipment (headlight, hand 
warmers, deflector and chute controls on handlebar, lockable 
auger clutch control for “one hand” driving, reversible steel 
skids, retractable blades, X-trac tires), Valto snow throwers are 
situated on a top range market.

www.pubert.com SNOW THROWERwww.pubert.com

Working width 61 cm (24’)
Gears  6 forward/2 reverse 
Tires X-Trac 16 x 4,8 
Auger 320 mm
Impeller 300 mm
Weight 110 kg

Valto 24 55P
Engine  Pubert R210 Snow
Displacement 208 cm3

Power 4 200 watts
Ref 7500020303
Gen Code 3700304875034

Valto 24 60B
Engine  Briggs & Stratton   

950 Snow
Displacement 208 cm3

Power 4 700 watts
Ref 7500020301
Gen Code 3700304875010

Valto 24 70S
Engine Subaru SX21 Snow
Displacement 211 cm3

Power 5 100 watts
Ref 7500020302
Gen Code 3700304875027

Working width 71 cm (28’)
Gears 6 forward/2 reverse 
Tires X-Trac 16 x 6,5 
Auger 320 mm
Impeller 300 mm
Weight 125 kg

Valto 28D 95B
Engine Briggs & Stratton   
1450 Snow
Displacement 306 cm3

Power 7 070 watts
Ref 7500020201
Gen Code 3700304875041

Valto 28D 90S
Engine Subaru SX30 Snow
Displacement 287 cm3

Power 7 000 watts
Ref 7500020202
Gen Code 3700304875058

Working width 71 cm (28’)
Gears 6 forward /  
 2 reverse 
Tires X-Trac 16 x 6,5 
Auger 320 mm
Impeller 300 mm
Weight 125 kg

Valto 28i 90S
Engine Subaru SX30 Snow
Displacement 287 cm3

Power 7 000 watts
Ref 7500020104
Gen Code 3700304875065

BValto 24

BValto 28D

BValto 28i

Hand  
warmers

Hand  
warmers

Special snow headlight

Deflector and 
chute controls on 
handlebar

Trapezoidal 
double belt

Driver  
assistance 
system
(see page 6)

« Easy Drive 
System »
(see page 6)

Reversible 
steel skids

Reversible 
steel skids

Reversible 
steel skids

More 
information 
about  
Valto 24

More  
information 
about  
Valto 28D

More 
information 
about  
Valto 28i

« Soft » clutch  
controls

« Soft » clutch  
controls

« Soft » clutch  
controls

X-Trac tyre  
wheel

X-Trac tyre wheel

X-Trac tyre 
wheel

Retractable blades
Enable to break the snow, for a work  
in height up to 70 cm (Fast attachment  
and adjustment with butterfly nuts).

Retractable blades
Enable to break the snow, for a work  
in height up to 70 cm (Fast attachment  
and adjustment with butterfly nuts).

Retractable blades
Enable to break the snow, for a work  
in height up to 70 cm (Fast attachment  
and adjustment with butterfly nuts).

Special snow headlight

Special snow headlight

Hand  
warmers

NEW

NEW

NEW
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BVersatile Micro tillerUp to 300 m2

www.pubert.com LIGHT TILLERS

Versatile Micro tiller: pleasure !

Working width 28 cm
Gears 1 forward
Weight 12 kg

MB 25H
Engine Honda GX 25
Displacement 25 cm3

Power 600 watts
Ref 7000020301
Gen Code 3700304805079

Made for tilling small areas in vegetable gardens or 

flowerbeds, this versatile tiller, with its accessories, enables 

to get rid of hard gardening work.

Dethatcher kit
Ref 8000020705
Gen Code 3700304806106

Weeder Kit
Ref 8000020710
Gen Code 3700304806144

Ridger Kit
Ref 8000020701
Gen Code 3700304806052

Border edger kit
Ref 8000020704
Gen Code 3700304806038

A C C E S S O R I E S  ( I N  O P T I O N )

Quick and effortless start

Environmentally-friendly engines  
with low fuel consumption

4 stroke engine can use 
pump-petrol, no need to 
mix it with oil

Its handle makes it easy to carry  
(small, light and foldable for easy storage)

The gardener’s basic tool:

>  It enables to prepare soil effortlessly, tilling at a depth of 15 cm

>  Makes garden upkeep very easy and effortless (weed-removal in ve-
getable gardens and flowerbeds from mi-spring all through summer)

>  Perfect for mounding - which helps leeks, asparagus or potatoes 
grow in optimal conditions

>  Light and maneuverable, it is easy to use

>  Low noise, respect of neighborhood.

www.pubert.com

Maintenance of vegetable gardens

More  
information 

about versatile 
micro tiller
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Nano & Tillence:  
compact and light tillers

LIGHT TILLERS

Nano and Tillence are the ideal tools for the ama-

teur gardener who needs to have an efficient and 

friendly-user tiller. These tillers, very maneuverable 

and light, are used for the upkeep of small vege-

table gardens.

Tillence, battery tiller (seal) will seduce the eco-

minded gardener. Quiet, powerful, it doesn’t emit 

any exhaust gases. Without any maintenance, it is 

created for a carefree use. With its reverse gear and 

its electronic tools, the Tillence is the most efficient 

of its category.

They facilitate:

>  The soil preparation for seeding and plantation

>  Tilling and weed removal without any effort and chemicals.

Equipped with accessories they:

>  Remove the moss of your grass (see dethatcher kit on page 
35).

More comfort with Tillence

>  100% recyclable battery

>  2 forward and 2 reverse gears

>  Smart electronic card that manage the power, the loading and 
the effort of the machine

>  Easy and effortless start « ON – OFF » button type.

www.pubert.com

Dethatcher kit (in option)
Ref 8100020421
Gen Code 3700304806540

Ridger kit (in option)
Ref 8000026512
Gen Code 3700304806441

Dethatcher kit (in option)
Ref 8000026511
Gen Code 3700304806434

Battery charger (delivered with Tillence)
Ref 0350060001
Gen Code 3700304809039

Battery (delivered with Tillence)
Ref 0350030001
Gen Code 3700304809046

N A N O  A C C E S S O R I E S

BNano Up to 500 m2

Working width 20/30/46 cm
Gears 1 forward
Weight 27 kg

Nano 22M
Engine Mitsubishi GT 241
Displacement 80 cm3

Power 1 800 watts
Ref 6000020503
Gen Code 3700304803129

Nano 20R
Engine Pubert R100
Displacement 98 cm3

Power 1 800 watts
Ref 6000020501
Gen Code 3700304803068

More  
information 
about NanoDouble transport wheel.

Adjustable height and foldable 
handlebar to facilitate storage.

Adjustable working width 
20/30/46 cm.

T I L L E N C E  A C C E S S O R I E S

Working width 20/30/46 cm
Gears 2 forward &  
 2 reverse
Weight 32 kg

Tillence
Engine Electric 800 W 
 Battery 36 V 
 12 AH
Autonomy 20-45 min
Ref 6500020203
Gen Code 3700304810400

Watch Tillence in video:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=qr-X-TvLZ8M

BTillence - Battery tiller Less than 300 m2

2 forward, 2 reverse gears.
For easy working and maneuverability.

Adjustable height handlebar 
and foldable for storage

Safety key and Led 
for the battery state.

Lead battery without maintenance.  
Autonomy: 20-45 min.  
Average Loading time:  
from 6 to 8 hours.

« Soft grip » handles.

Adjustable working width 
20/30/46 cm.

Double transport wheel  
for a better stability.

Tillence is dismountable and can 
easily and effortless be stored in 
your car trunk.

More  
information 

about Tillence
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Eco and Ecomax : easiness,  
maneuverability, efficiency!

Those competitive-priced models are fitted 

with a reverse gear to make it more maneu-

verable. Those machines get all the func-

tions needed for a quality work.

It facilitates:

>  Turning over the soil in preparation for sowing and planting.

For your comfort:

>  Adjustable working width

>  Easy to transport thanks to its retractable front wheel

>  Will not damage adjacent rows of crops thanks to its plant protection discs

>  Easy adjustable tilling depth, thanks to the adjustable spur (optional).

Complete kit with iron wheels, 
ridger, potatoes ridger, plough,  
pole and hubs
Ref 8000020105
Gen Code 3700304806267

Adjustable spur
Ref 3001000046
Gen Code 3700304806397

Ridger kit with wheels
Ref 8000020104
Gen Code 3700304806137

Additional tines kit
Ref 8000020107
Gen Code 3700304806120

A C C E S S O R I E S  ( I N  O P T I O N )

Working width 40/60/80 cm
Gears  1 forward /  

1 reverse
Front wheel  Retractable

Eco 45P C2
Engine Pubert R180
Displacement 179 cm3

Weight 54 kg
Power 3 500 watts
Ref 3000020707
Gen Code 3700304810417

BEco Up to 1 000 m2

Retractable 
front wheel

Working width 40/60/80 cm

Adjustable height handlebar

Clutch lever with reverse 
knob integrated

More  
information  
about Eco

Working width 40/60/80 cm
Gears  1 forward /  

1 reverse
Front wheel Retractable

Ecomax 50S C2
Engine Subaru EP16
Displacement 169 cm3

Weight 55 kg
Power 4 200 watts
Ref 3000022302
Gen Code 3700304800609

Ecomax 45B C2
Engine Briggs & Stratton 
 750 series
Displacement 163 cm3

Weight 54 kg
Power 3 450 watts
Ref 3000022303
Gen Code 3700304800616

Ecomax 40H C2
Engine Honda GP160
Displacement 163 cm3

Weight 55 kg
Power 3 600 watts
Ref 3000022304
Gen Code 3700304810332

BEcomax Up to 1 000 m2

Retractable  
front wheel.

Adjustable height  
and lateral handlebar.

«Soft grips handles»,  
which feel nice and absorb vibrations.

Double clutch lever with  
reverse knob integrated.

Equipped with accessories, it can:
• plough the soil,
•  do ridging work for  you potatoes, 
leek, asparagus,…

• lifting of potatoes.

More  
information 

about Ecomax
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Elite : 
excellence for your garden

A fashionably designer and easy to use 

tiller. Perfect to quicly prepare an area up 

to 2,500 m².

Great for:

>  Turning over the soil in preparation for sowing and planting.

>  A good quality of work thanks to its adjustable handlebar which avoid  
to walk on prepared soil.

Equipped with accessories, it can:

>  Do ridging work for you potatoes, leek or asparagus crops…

For your comfort:

>  Soft clutch lever for an effortless drive

>  They are equipped with a reverse gear, to make it easier to maneuver

>   Easy to transport thanks to a retractable front wheel

>  Adjustable working width

>  Will not damage adjacent rows of crops thanks to its plant protection discs

>   Easy adjustable tilling depth, thanks to the adjustable spur (optional).

BElite pneumatic clutch Up to 2 500 m2

Retractable  
front wheel

Reverse gear

Pneumatic clutch lever

Engine switch  
ON/OFF type

Adjustable height and 
lateral elliptic handlebar

Adjustable spur, double fonction
- hard soil side
- soft soil side

Helicoidal tines

Working width 40/60/85 cm
Gears 1 forward /  
 1 reverse
Front wheel Retractable
Weight 57 kg

Elite 60S D2
Engine Subaru EP 17
Displacement 169 cm3

Power 4 200 watts
Ref 3000022401
Gen Code 3700304800661

A C C E S S O R I E S  ( S E E  D E T A I L S  PA G E  1 2 )

P N E U M A T I C  C L U T C H  S Y S T E M

PUBERT invented the tiller with pneumatic clutch handle. This pneumatic clutch system brings a better prehen-

sion on the handles and an 

unequalled comfort to the 

user. Thanks to this new 

technology, clutching beco-

mes smooth and gradual, 

it also enables a longer li-

fetime to the belt. «Safety 

trophy» at URBAVERT-UR-

BATEC exhibition rewarded 

the efforts made in innova-

tion and safety.

More  
information  
about Elite

Bolted 
transmission
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Aro: a versatile and reliable tiller

2+1 TILLER

Aro is a resistant, reliable and efficient tiller, worldly 

patented. Equipped with 2 forward and 1 reverse 

gears (Gear box with polymeric shell + steel gears), 

it enables to do many different jobs in your vege-

table garden. Its easy preparation for its first use 

(less than 10 minutes) and its compactness (most 

compact tiller of the market, easy to transport/

store) make this tiller convenient and comfortable 

to use.

It facilitates: 

>  Turning over the soil for sowing and planting

>  Adaptation to the terrain thanks to its 2 forward and 1 reverse 
gears.

For your comfort:

>  1st gear, from 60 to 80 rpm for difficult jobs at the beginning  
of the spring season (hard soil), and ideal for a ridger kit 

>  2nd gear from 140 to 160 rpm for soil preparation with  
an exceptional finishing 

>  Safest reverse gear on the market (0,7 m/s)

>  Belt lifetime highly improved thanks to a new exclusive clutch 
system designed by Pubert

>  Transmission by chain, bolted, dismountable and greased

>  Foldable, height and lateral adjustable handlebar.

2+1 TILLER

Working width 60/80 cm
Gears 2 forward /  
 1 reverse
Front wheel Foldable

Aro 45B C3
Engine Briggs & Stratton  
 750
Displacement 163 cm3

Weight 58 kg 
Power 3 450 watts 
Ref 3000023001
Gen Code 3700304810424

Aro 60S C3
Engine Subaru EP17
Displacement 169 cm3

Weight 58 kg 
Power 4 200 watts 
Ref 3000023005
Gen Code 3700304810462

Aro 40H C3
Engine Honda GP160
Displacement 160 cm3

Weight 58 kg 
Power 3 600 watts 
Ref 3000023002
Gen Code 3700304810431

Aro 55P C3
Engine Pubert R210
Displacement 212 cm3

Weight 58 kg 
Power 4 200 watts 
Ref 3000023004
Gen Code 3700304810455

BAro until 2 500 m2

More  
information 

about Aro

www.pubert.com www.pubert.com

2 + 1 gearbox.  
Direct control with lever

Foldable, height and lateral 
adjustable handlebar

6 tines with protect-plants 
discs

New clutch system with  
effortless control

Foldable  
front wheel Bolted 

transmission

A C C E S S O R I E S  ( S E E  PA G E  1 2 )
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Vario, easy ploughing strength

CONVERTIBLE TILLERS

VARIO is the perfect tool to « break » the soil, clean 

your vegetable garden, plough or ridge your pota-

toes. It is also a real technologic innovation with its 

new mechanical gearbox, conceived and designed 

by Pubert with aluminium alloy housing and steel 

processed gearwheels, 2 gears forward and 1 gear 

reverse. You will be seduced by its performance and 

low price level. This “first variable speed tiller” is easily adap-

table to different type of work. Its working depth can go up 

to 32 cm. For a more flexible and smoothly work, you can 

choose the pneumatic version, a patented system that en-

ables to extend the belt lifetime by five (see page 15). Here is 

the perfect and only tool to prepare soils up to 2500m².

It facilitates:

>  Turning over the soil in preparation  
of sowing and planting.

For your comfort:

>  Mechanical aluminium alloy gearbox : 
2 forward and 1 reverse gears

>  Cable or pneumatic smooth clutch 

>  Adjustable speed of tines rotation  
from 28 rpm-1 to 165 rpm-1 

>  « Linear » sequential speed control, lever centralized  
on handlebar

>  4 or 6 helicoidal tines (ploughing type), adjustable  
working width

>  Foldable, height and lateral adjustable handlebar

>  Elliptic handlebar

>  1 retractable front wheel without tool

>  Easy adjustable tilling depth thanks to the adjustable 
spur

>  Protection discs to avoid damage the nearby crops 

>  Soft touch handle.

CONVERTIBLE TILLERSwww.pubert.com www.pubert.com

Working width 40/60/85 cm
Gears 2 forward /  
 1 reverse
Front wheel Retractable
Weight 57 kg

Vario 55H D3
Engine Honda GX160
Displacement 163 cm3

Power 3 600 watts
Ref 3000022202
Gen Code 3700304800586

BVario with pneumatic clutch

Pneumatic clutch 
handle

Better ground 
clearance

Wire and beams inside  
the handlebar to avoid clashes

A retractable  
front wheel with 
protected spring

Foldable, height and lateral 
adjustable handlebar

Oscillating and adjustable spur

Helicoidal tines with discs

Speed control centralized 
on handlebar

Soft touch handles,  
absorb vibrationsContemporary 

aesthetics

Working width 40/60/85 cm
Gears 2 forward /  
 1 reverse
Front wheel Retractable

Vario 40H C3
Engine Honda GP160
Displacement 160 cm3

Weight 57 kg
Power 3 600 watts
Ref 3000022106
Gen Code 3700304810394

Vario 60S C3
Engine Subaru EP17
Displacement 169 cm3

Weight 57 kg
Power 4 200 watts
Ref 3000022101
Gen Code 3700304800548

Vario 60B C3
Engine Briggs & Stratton 
 950 series
Displacement 208 cm3

Weight 60 kg
Power 4 700 watts
Ref 3000022105
Gen Code 3700304810288

BVario with cable clutch Up to 2 500 m2

Up to 2 500 m2

2 forward and 1 reverse gears, 
which enable to adjust  
the rotation speed from  
28 rpm-1 to 165 rpm-1

Ploughing kit 40 x 8
Ref 8000020109
Gen Code 3700304806212

Ridger kit with wheels
Ref 8000020104
Gen Code 3700304806137

Potatoes ridger kit
Ref 8002011307
Gen Code 3700304809015

Complete kit 3 functions
Ref 8000020119
Gen Code 3700304806403

Grader blade
Ref 8100021011
Gen Code 3700304806472

Snow tires chain
Ref 8200021311
Gen Code 3700304806519

A C C E S S O R I E S  ( I N  O P T I O N )

Pneumatic function: smooth 
and gradual clutch, increase 
lifetime of the belt. Clutch 
holding without effort (see 
page 15).

More  
information 

about Vario with 
cable clutch

More information 
about Vario  

with pneumatic 
clutch
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Quatro :  
tilling or ploughing (optional)

CONVERTIBLE TILLERS

These easy convertible machines can till or plough 

all types of soils. They enable the user to prepare 

quickly areas over 2,500 m² and up to several 

hectares.

Quatro Senior benefits:

>  High performance engines

>    Easy direction changes thanks to its locking 

differential

>  Increased smoothness and maneuverability 

thanks to its 3 forward and 1 reverse gears.

Types of work:

>  In addition of tilling, the machine can be converted into a traditional 
plough (optional). It enables to rapidly bury the top soil and residues 
from previous crops thus leaving a very clean area.

For your comfort:

>  Easy driving thanks to the gearbox composed of 2 or 3 forward gears 
(according the model) and a reverse gear, managed by a gearbox

>  Easy to transport thanks to a removable front wheel

>    Adjustable lateral handlebar to avoid walking over freshly prepared 
soil. Adjustable in any way with only one handle

>  Large working width (6 helicoidal tines for a smooth working)

>   An easy adjustable working depth with an adjustable spur.

CONVERTIBLE TILLERS

Working width 60/90 cm
Gears 3 forward /  
 1 reverse
Front wheel Retractable

Senior 65H D
Engine Honda GX200
Displacement 196 cm3

Weight 82/200 kg
Power 4 100 watts
Ref 3500020206
Gen Code 3700304801040

Senior 70S D
Engine Subaru EP21
Displacement 211 cm3

Weight 83/200 kg
Power 5 100 watts
Ref 3500020205
Gen Code 3700304801088

BQuatro Senior

Working width 60/90 cm
Gears 2 forward /  
 1 reverse
Front wheel Removable

Junior 60H 
Engine Honda GP200
Displacement 200 cm3

Weight 76/190 kg
Power 4 100 watts
Ref 3500020704
Gen Code 3700304801354

Junior 60S
Engine Subaru EP17
Displacement 169 cm3

Weight 76/190 kg
Power 4 200 watts
Ref 3500020703
Gen Code 3700304801286

Up to 2 500 m2

Up to 5 000 m2

www.pubert.com www.pubert.com

Foldable 
front wheel

Removable helicoidal 
ploughing blades,  
Ø 325 mm (working 
width 60/90 cm)

Adjustable height 
and offset elliptical 
handlebar 

Aluminium transmission 
with steel protection

BQuatro Junior

Adjustable spur

2 forward  
and 1 reverse gears

Retractable transport 
wheel

Double protection 
on transmission  and 
locking differential 
integrated

Double lever for operating 
the locking differential

Adjustable spur

Removable helicoidal 
ploughing blades,  
Ø 325 mm (working 
width 60/90 cm)

3 forward and 1 reverse gears

Ploughing kit
Ref 8000010205
Gen Code 3700304806076

Traction kit + masses
Ref 8000010202
Gen Code 3700304806175

Grader blade
Ref 8100021031
Gen Code 3700304806533

Q U A T R O  J U N I O R  A C C E S S O R I E S  ( I N  O P T I O N )

Ploughing kit
Ref 8000010209
Gen Code 3700304806083

Traction kit + masses
Ref 8000010210
Gen Code 3700304806182

Grader blade
Ref 8100021021
Gen Code 3700304805489

Q U A T R O  S E N I O R  A C C E S S O R I E S  ( I N  O P T I O N )

More  
information 

about  
Quatro Junior

More  
information 

about  
Quatro Senior

NEW
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Rear tine tiller Roto:  
High performance in difficult terrain

REAR TINE TILLERS

This tiller works in all conditions, in all types of terrains. It can till thin-

ly and make the soil ready for sowing. It works on areas over 2500m².

Rear tine tillers are made for lengthy tasks. They are perfect for re-

gular soil upkeep, with the possibility to turn over large areas at a 

constant depth.

Whatever the type of soil, driving those tools will be smoothly and 

flexible. It is also possible to drive the rear tine tiller on its side with 

one hand, to avoid walking on prepared soil.

Types of work:

>  Soil preparation by tilling.

For your confort:

>  Adapts to the terrain : tines can spin  
backwards on difficult surfaces,  
(on 500 model)

>  Working depth adjusted by a rack  
pinion system

>  Driving comfort : rear-positioned tines  
covered by a safety housing.

REAR TINE TILLERSwww.pubert.com www.pubert.com

Roto 507
Working width 50 cm
Gears 2 forward /  
 1 reverse
Tines rotation  
direction Forward or reverse
Weight 86 kg
Engine Subaru EP17
Displacement 169 cm3

Power 4 200 watts
Ref 0000050202
Gen Code 3700304801170

5 000 m2 and more

Tines can be operated 
in reverse in difficult 
terrain

Locking differential 
for easy manoeuver

Reliable alloy japanese 
transmission

Double protection 
with added blades

Adjustable working 
depth

More  
information 
about ROTO

BRear tine tiller Roto Model 500

BRear tine tiller Roto Model 400

Working width 48 cm
Gears 2 forward /  
 1 reverse
Tines rotation  
direction Forward
Weight 73 kg

Roto 404 HD
Engine Pubert R180
Displacement 179 cm3

Power 3 500 watts
Ref 3200020201
Gen Code 3700304801231

Roto 406 HD
Engine  Briggs & Stratton 

750
Displacement 163 cm3

Power 3 450 watts
Ref 3200020202
Gen Code 3700304801248

Roto 407 HD
Engine  Subaru EP16
Displacement 169 cm3

Power 4 200 watts
Ref 3200020203
Gen Code 3700304801255

2 500 m2 and more

Japanese alloy  
transmission with double 
protection

Japanese helicoidal tines 
(2 knives by tine)

Foldable handlebar, 
height and offset 
adjustable

Tractor type wheels 350x6

Spur to adjust  
the working depth

More  
information 
about ROTO
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Motormower MF 90:  
wide mowing

MOTORMOWER

Working width 86 cm
Gears 1 gear forward
Front wheel  Tractor type 

wheels Ø 350
Weight 70 kg

MF 90 50S
Engine Subaru EP16
Displacement 169 cm3

Power 4 200 watts
Ref 0000030206
Gen Code 3700304807127

BMF 90 Up to 3 000 m²

www.pubert.com

This machine equipped with a cutting 

bar, is particularly adapted for collecting 

fodder to feed animals. It is also great for 

mowing tall grasses.

It facilitates:

>  Collecting fodder: prairies (Italian ray-grass, 
luzerne, natural prairies…); cereal crops  
(corn, wheat…)

> Mowing tall grasses.

For your comfort:

>  Wide front oscillating blade (87 cm)

>  Tilting handlebar

> Independant cutting bar clutch.

Tilting  
handlebar

Fodder  
separator

Cutting bar ESM 
87 cm

Traction lever

Tractor type wheels 
Ø 350 mm

www.pubert.com

Mowing and clearing

More  
information 

about MF 90
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Wheeled brushcutter Xtrem:  
maximum comfort

Wheeled brushcutter Xplorer:  
tall grass, lawn upkeep

BRUSHCUTTERS

Working width 51 cm
Gears 7
Front wheel Swiveling or fixed
Weight 62 kg

Xtrem 12 60S
Engine Subaru EA 190V
Displacement 189 cm3

Power 4 100 watts
Ref 4000200804
Gen Code 3700304802238

Xtrem 12 65H
Engine Honda GCV 190
Displacement 187 cm3

Power 3 300 watts
Ref 4000200803
Gen Code 3700304802252

Xtrem 12 60SM
Engine Subaru  
 EA 190V
Displacement 189 cm3

Power 4 100 watts
Ref 4000200805
Gen Code 3700304802245

Working width 51 cm
Gears 1 single forward
Front wheels Swiveling or fixed
Weight 54 kg

Xplorer 60S
Engine Subaru EA 190V
Displacement 189 cm3

Power 4 100 watts
Ref 4000200901
Gen Code 3700304802214

Xplorer 60B
Engine Briggs & Stratton 
 675 series
Displacement 190 cm3

Power 2 600 watts
Ref 4000200903
Gen Code 3700304802320
While stock lasts!

Xplorer 55H
Engine Honda GCV160
Displacement 160 cm3

Power 2 600 watts
Ref 4000200902
Gen Code 3700304802221

BXtremBXplorer Up to 4 000 m2Up to 2 000 m²

www.pubert.com

Xtrem has the same characteristics as Xplorer with 

increased maneuverability thanks to its 7 positions 

speed variator and adjustable handlebar.

Very simple to use, Xplorer mows down grasses 

50 cm high as well as undergrowth and brushes. 

Perfect for the upkeep of areas up to 2,000 m².

It facilitates:

>  Cutting tall grasses with its mulching blade

>  Clearing undergrowth and brushes and tall grasses  
as well as lawn upkeep.

For your comfort:

>  Adjustable forward speed thanks to its variator,

>     Perfect maneuverability thanks to its free rear wheels 
system and fixed or swivelling front wheel

>  Adjustable cutting height on handlebar

>  Shock absorbant system to protect the engine.

It facilitates: 

>   Cutting tall grasses with its mulching blade

>   Clearing undergrowth and brushes

>  Lawn upkeep.

For your comfort:

>  Maneuverable thanks to its tall rear wheels  
and its 2 fixed or swivelling front wheels

>  Adjustable cutting height on handlebar

>  Easy to use: single forward gear

>  Shock absorbant system to protect the engine.

BRUSHCUTTERS www.pubert.com

Double swivelling 
front wheel for more 
comfort

Mechanical 
transmission

Grinding blade with 
3rd bearing of safety

Tall rear wheels with 
differential effect  
= great maneuverability

Removable front cover

Height adjustable 
handlebar. Quick 
handlebar disassembly, 
enables an easy  
transport and storage

Stop engine lever = 
safety !

Front wheel, 
pivoting, 
lockable

Transmission 
with variable 
speed

Grinding blade  
with 3rd bearing

Speed variator

Fully adjustable 
handlebar

Stop engine lever  
= safety !

Centralized cutting-height 
adjustment: 4 positions

Free rear wheels  
= increased maneuverability

More  
information  

about XPlorer

More  
information  

about XTrem

2726
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L Junior and L Senior: 
maintain difficult terrain

BRUSHCUTTERS

L Junior and L Senior get through all types of terrain. These brushcutters help you to get rid of tall grasses 

and shrubs. L Senior can get work done in tall grasses as well as through brushberry. Great for surface areas 

exceding 5,000 m².

It facilitates :

> Mowing tall grasses and clearing shrubs and undergrowth.

For your comfort:

>  Increased maneuverability thanks to handlebar-mounted reverse lever and 
fully adjustable handlebar

>  Smooth gear operation: 2 forward (L JUNIOR) or 3 forward (L SENIOR) gears 
enable you to adapt to the vegetation density

>    Blade housing and blade oscilate in order to adapt to uneven surfaces 

>  Easy to start. Blade-clutch for increased safety

>  Run-flat rear wheels.

L Senior additional  
characteristics

For your comfort:

>  1 added forward gear

>  65 cm working width

>  Lockable rear wheels for increased  
maneuverability

>  Extra brushcutting blade.

BRUSHCUTTERS

Working width 65 cm
Gears 3 forward /  
 1 reverse
Rear wheels  Tractor type, 

Ø400, run flat 

L Senior 110H
Engine Honda GXV 340
Displacement 337 cm3

Weight 143 kg
Power 6 600 watts
Ref 5100020101
Gen Code 3700304804027

BL Senior

Working width 52 cm
Gears 2 forward /  
 1 reverse
Rear wheels Tractor type,  
 350, run flat

L Junior 60S
Engine Subaru EA 190V
Displacement 189 cm3

Weight 85 kg
Power 4 100 watts
Ref 5000200104
Gen Code 3700304804058

L Junior 65H
Engine Honda GSV 190
Displacement 187 cm3

Power 3 800 watts
Weight 82 kg
Ref 5000020103
Gen Code 3700304804034

Up to 5 000 m2

5 000 m2 and more

www.pubert.com www.pubert.com

BL Junior

Mowing position

Brushcutting position

Independant blade 
clutch

Stop engine lever  
= safety !

Fully 
adjustable 
handlebar

Grinding 
blade

16x6.50 / 8 run-flat wheels

Oscillating blade housing : 
great using comfort

Fully adjustable 
handlebar

3 forward and 1 reverse gears 
1. intensive brushcutting 
2. tall grasses 
3. light work and transport gear

Independant blade 
clutch

lockable rear 
wheels = 
differential 
effect

Instant  
reverse-gear 
switch

 + 
Reinforced 
brushcutting 
blade

Grinding 
blade

Safety  
brake

Stop engine lever  
= safety !

It is a safe and easy-to-use machine  
in flat or steep terrain.

Chain kit option
Ref 8000020401
Gen Code 3700304806274

Two swivelling front wheels
Ref 8000020801
Gen Code 3700304806168

Chain kit option
Ref 8000020803
Gen Code 3700304806281

L  J U N I O R  A C C E S S O R Y  ( I N  O P T I O N ) L  S E N I O R  A C C E S S O R I E S  ( I N  O P T I O N )

More  
information 

about  
L Junior

More  
information  

about L Senior
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www.pubert.com BRANCH SHREDDERSwww.pubert.com

X 2500 E - Electric version
Engine Electric
Power 2 500 watts
Shredding Branches 
capacity Ø 3,5 cm 
Wheels Ø 20 cm
Weight 42 kg
Ref 0000090203
Gen Code 3700304807165

X 40 M
Engine Mitsubishi GT400
Displacement 126 cm3

Power 2 900 watts
Shredding Branches 
capacity Ø 3,5 cm 
Weight 47 kg
Ref 0000090205
Gen Code 3700304807233

Wheels Ø 20 cm

X 60 S
Engine Subaru EP17
Displacement 169 cm3

Power 4 200 watts
Shredding Branches 
capacity Ø 4,5 cm 
Weight 65 kg
Ref 0000090201
Gen Code 3700304807141

More  
information 

about  
Devor

More  
information 

about  
Devor

2 m3 / hourBDevor (for Ø 3.5 cm branches)

2 m3 / hourBDevor (for Ø 4.5 cm branches)

For your safety, opening  
the trapdoor stops the engine 
operation.

The length of the channel prevents  
the user’s hand from coming  
into contact with blades.

Subaru EP17 engine  
= Increased reliability

The model X 60 S can shred 
branches up to 4.5cm diameter.

Shredding is done by 2 fixed blades  
(that can be sharpenned) and one 
grinding blade.

Bearing to protect engine from 
shocks and coughs

Blade

Shredder Devor : power and comfort
In few time, you can considerably reduce the space 

taken up by branches or other garden waste while 

recycling them in a useful manner : for compost or 

mulch.

It facilitates:

>  Handling the mulch. It can be ejected directly into a 
trailer or a wheelbarrow

>  Storage. Its removable channel enables to store it in 
small areas.

Dismountable channel  
for an easier storage

Branch shredding
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Cesar :  
give a new youth to your lawn

Twice a year, in spring and autumn, it is necessary 

to scarify your lawn. It will allow you to removing 

weed, moss, felts. Cesar scarifiers are perfect for 

regenerate and aerate your lawn.

For your comfort:

>  Foldable handlebar for easy transport

>  40 liters refuse collection bag

>  Rotor lifting or grouding at the handlebar

>  Continuous blades adjustment, from 0 to 22 mm (+/-2).

Cesar 1800E
Motor Electric
Power 1 800 watts
Collection bag 40 L
Width 38 cm
Gear 1 forward
Front wheel Ø 20 cm
Weight 34 kg
Ref 5700020101
Gen Code 3700304856064

Width 38 cm
Gears 1 forward
Front wheel Ø 20 cm
Refuse collection  
bag 40 L 
Weight 34 kg

Cesar 50S
Engine Subaru EP16
Displacement 169 cm3

Power 4 200 watts
Ref 5600020203
Gen Code 3700304856033

Cesar 40B
Engine Briggs & Stratton 
 550 series
Displacement 127 cm3

Power 2 390 watts
Ref 5600020201
Gen Code 3700304856019

Up to 800 m2

Up to 1 500 m2

BCesar 1800E - Electric scarifier (wire)

BCesar - Scarifier (with heat engine)

Dead man’s lever for rotor  
(rotor stops whenever lever is released)

40 liters refuse collection bag

40 liters refuse collection bag

Stamped steel frame

Rotor lifting  
or grouding

Rotor lifting  
or grouding

Dead man’s lever for rotor  
(rotor stops whenever lever is released)

Lawn upkeep

More  
information 

about  
Cesar 1800E

More 
information 
about Cesar
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SCARIFIERS www.pubert.com

Oscar Pro:
a professional for your lawn

Made for professionals or individuals looking for a 

reliable product, Oscar Pro is a very efficient ma-

chine, to work on large areas. It is equipped with a 

mobile knives rotor. Built with a cast iron bearing 

and greasing, this working tool can be used on all 

terrains for a very long time.

For your comfort:

>  A foldable handlebar for easier transport and storage

>  A 50 liters collection bag

>  Retractable blades.

Up to 5 000 m2 BOscar Pro

More  
information 

about  
Oscar Pro

Width 50 cm
Gear 1 forward
Front wheel Ø 20 cm
Weight 65 kg

OSCAR Pro 55H
Engine Honda GX 160
Displacement 163 cm3

Power 3 600 watts
Ref 0000020202
Gen Code 3700304807028

ACCESSORIES FOR LIGHT TILLERSwww.pubert.com

Dethatcher:  
the essential accessory

Enjoy the maximum capacities of your tiller. It can 

be used as a self- propelled moss remover.

A new youth to your lawn:

>  It eliminates moss from your lawn

>  Aerate the ground to thicken your lawn

>  An easy assembly in few minutes

>  Work large areas without effort.

On Micro tiller
Dethatcher kit 8000020705
Working width 42 cm
Gen Code 3700304806106

On Nano
Dethatcher kit 8100020421
Working width 42 cm
Gen Code 3700304806540

On Tillence
Dethatcher kit 8000026511
Working width 42 cm
Gen Code 3700304806298

Up to 1 000 m2

Dethatcher kit available in all our sales point

Use the spur or the 
transport wheel

Projection guards

Large wheels for  
an effortless work 

Is fixed on the tine 
shafts with 2 pins

Clutch on 
handlebar with 
security lock

Adjustable working height  
= increased blade lifetime

Iron wheels on ball bearings

Foldable knives

Foldable handlebar  
= easy storage
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Picture(s) for illustration purposes only - SIRET 547 050 00018 - Code APE 2830 Z - We reserve the right to modify the characteristics of our machines. All machines are patented.
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Z.I. de Pierre-Brune - B.P. 25 
85111 Chantonnay Cedex - France
Phone (+33) 2 51 45 81 81 - Fax. (+33) 2 51 45 81 80 
Web : www.pubert.com

Which model to choose ?
Find our range of products on our website 
www.pubert.com. During your visit, we will 
help you to choose the most appropriate 
tiller to your needs. You can see all techni-
cal characteristics to compare to different 
models.

Need an advice ?
On our website, you can find some data 
sheets on each model, with use and 
maintenance advices, videos to unders-
tand their use in real situation, accesso-
ries and options list…

Where can you find our products ?
With the interactive map, you can find 
easily on our website all sales and main-
tenance points in France and worldwide, 
with full details.

www.pubert.com: extend your discovery  
of Pubert’s product on our website


